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Agenda

“If my thought-dreams could be seen, they’d put my head under a guillotine…” Bob Dylan

Well Bob, I’ve got news for you – they can – and that is what lies in store for all of us unless
the ‘thought police’ fail to get their newly evolved ‘anti humanity’ mind scanning weapons
legally integrated into everyday life.

As  ‘the  war  on  terror’  is  notched-up  to  a  further  level  of  intensity,  and  the  false-flag
flagellations  of  New  World  Order  exponents  start  outnumbering  the  real  flag  emblems  of
nation states, we know that we are witnessing a serious expansion of the control system’s
morbid attempt to dominate humanity and completely crush the power of independent
thought and action.

Have no doubt, this is the intention. The current ongoing shepherding of great swathes of
human beings into mind controlled pens of fear and passivity, is the precursor of a time in
which any independent thought process will be treated as a serious threat to the ‘normality’
of a subdued and static status quo.

A  ‘thought  crime’  would  include  ‘envisioning  a  better  world’  and  considering  ways  of
bringing it about.

But hold on … aren’t we here already? Those who challenge the status quo’s perpetual
commitment to war, resource mismanagement and rabid social inequality, are already seen
as a threat to the state and singled out as potential terrorists

It is only a small step from here to governments backing early warning counter-terrorist
security measures that would legalise the brain scanning (overt and covert) of ‘suspects’
held to be harbouring illicit thoughts. As such thoughts, the argument would go, would be
deemed to be forerunners to inciting anti social and criminal behaviour.

Thus,  to  implicate  the  offender  as  a  threat  to  the  establishment,  all  that  is  needed  is
evidence that certain neurons situated in the area of the neocortex associated with ‘free
thinking’,  were  actively  engaged  over  ‘x’  period  of  time  –  and  that  this  was  sufficiently
‘abnormal’  for  the  individual  to  be  singled  out  for  special  attention.

Under the designation ‘Remote Neural Monitoring’ we can already have our brains scanned
and not even know it.

Yet  the  legacy  of  a  largely  brain-dead  humanity  is  already  strongly  in  evidence,  and
independent thinking individuals are an unusual enough commodity to be considered ‘rare
breeds’,  marginalised  and  even  castigated,  in  this  bleak  era  of  fear  induced  mass
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conformism and mind numbing political correctness.

We who follow our hearts and deeper intuitions do indeed belong to the rare breeds stable –
and every attempt is being made to ensure that the stable door is locked and bolted so that
we can no longer pass our messages to the outside world.

On the flip side of the same coin we have ‘thought control’ – which is at an advanced stage –
having been a major part of the control system’s sinister arsenal for many decades. A
weapon with a special place in the carefully orchestrated strategy that surrounds the ever
expanding ‘war on terror’.

The recent Charlie Hebdo horror debacle serves as a powerful reminder of just how easily
millions can be instantly brought into line – when their everyday slavery is threatened by a
sporadic act of preordained violence.

Let us briefly recount this phenomenon: a satirical magazine in Paris publishes, not for the
first time, a stupidly insulting depiction of Mohamed. Right on cue, a clique of highly trained
‘Muslim terrorists’  perform an instant mini-massacre in a Jewish supermarket and then
occupy the magazine’s HQ. The building is surrounded and the invaders are shot.

The violence, being vivid, open and rebellious, is depicted by mainstream media headlines,
statesmen and the thought police, as a preposterous threat to the sanctity of freedom of
speech and very fabric of French society. Tens of thousands of placards bearing the words
“Je Suis Charlie” are instantly rolled-out, and the largest number of French citizens since the
liberation of Paris at the end of World War 2 – well over 1.5 million – solemnly take to the
streets holding up these placards “Je Suis Charlie.”

And what really is this statement saying?

It is a show of solidarity with a sick periodical that deliberately inflames racist passions by
pushing the legal parameters of freedom of speech to their limits – deliberately stimulating
controversy and thereby attracting ‘scandal value’ sales. It is a political tool to incite hatred
and racial prejudice.

Meanwhile the perpetrators of the killings are held up as symbols of Western hating Middle
Eastern/Moslem sects, bent on dispensing carnage and death to a civilised, humanitarian,
law abiding Western nation. All of which is one huge lie – from beginning to end.

Outstanding for its outlandish hypocrisy is the extraordinary omission of the hell that has
been unleashed, year in year out, on the peoples of Iraq, Libya, Afghanistan, Syria .. by a
carefully crafted US/UK/France military consortium. Those who master-minded the post 9/11
secret service sponsored vilification and destruction of anything that dared stand-up to the
hegemonic  perpetual  war  ambitions  of  nations  bereft  of  any  vestige  of  humanitarian,
spiritual or self respecting values.

If the Charlie Hebdo attack had indeed been carried out, of their own free will, by those
down-trodden and abused citizens of countries bombed to hell and back by US, UK and
French invaders, the millions who took to the streets of Paris would be none the wiser. Their
herd-like narcissistic response had already been assured.

They had been successfully mind controlled into seeing only that their freedoms and cultural
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mores had suffered an ‘unprovoked’ challenge.

This is the sedation formula which has been used in every one of the so called ‘terrorist
attacks’ fomented and staged by the CIA, MI5 and Mossad triumvirate over the last two
decades – and well before. Attacks that enabled posturing public figureheads to pronounce
an  indefinite  ‘war  on  terror’  –  the  terror  which  they  had  themselves  been  instrumental  in
setting in motion.

Mind  and  thought  control  leads  on  directly  to  internet  control.  Charlie  Hebdo  film footage
that showed contradictory evidence to the mainstream story, got taken down after more
than 2 million hits in less than 24 hours – and there was no ‘blood and gore’ on show – no
excuse for the complete removal of this evidence.

All of us who run websites seeking to expose the lies and reveal the truth, know just how
tenuous the situation is. Shots keep being fired across the bows of our information ships –
and increasingly into them. It’s being going on for years. But now, as the battle lines of
extremism are  once  again  been drawn and the  orchestrated  warmongering  drum-rolls
intensified, the glimmering lights of truth are systematically being shut down.

The widely documented David Icke insight: the establishment’s rolling-out of its provocation
formula ‘problem, reaction, solution’ is in full swing. The ‘solution’ requires little speculation:
a  complete  clamp-down  on  any  and  all  information  that  contradicts  the  controlling
establishment’s phoney ‘terrorist inspired’ battle plan…

“all in the interests of public safety and long-term security”.. of course.

We can all play our part in countering this world-wide attempt to suffocate the voice of truth
and to replace it with a global ministry of lies. By resolutely refusing to be corralled into the
grey  soup  of  mass  indoctrination  we  will  be  boldly  flying  the  flag  for  the  liberation  of
humanity.

It has come down to this. Holding our ground, thinking creatively and keeping open the lines
of communication: these are now the primary tools of the resistance. The lines in the sand
that we will never allow ourselves to retreat from.

It is from such acts of bravery that victory can and will be realised.

Julian Rose is an early pioneer of UK organic farming, an international activist and author.
His acclaimed latest book ‘In Defence of Life’ can be purchased from www.amazon.com and
from Julian’s web site www.julianrose.info
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